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Description

Hi,

Is it possible to create a new issue which is actually just a link to an old issue.

For example I have an issue " #2323 Do This Bug" which is in Project A

I'd like to create a new pseudo issue which is just an exact replica of that issue #2323 in Project B

The new issue would just be readonly and is just a copy of bug 2323.

If bug 2323 is modified in anyway, all the changes in that bug will also be applicable in the new bug.

In this way, I can setup up bug tracking for multiple projects.

If there is a similar issue, or this has been implemented before please advise and close the issue.

Although this would be an excellent feature to have since right now, I'm just copying the bugs and just adding a relation - duplicates.

However, they don't have any links since it really is just a copy. If in someway, it could be an actual link to the bug this would really

help a lot.

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #23889: Assign ticket (SCRUM bug, issue etc.) to... New

History

#1 - 2012-09-17 14:46 - Etienne Massip

You can create a parent issue attached to a parent project and then create a child issue of this issue for each of the impacted projects.

#2 - 2012-09-17 20:48 - Carlo Camerino

hi thanks for the advise

however in my use case, the issues reside in several different projects and some are unrelated.

i'm trying to create a metaproject for all of technical issues in different projects..

it's hard to track them all since they are in different project locations...

#3 - 2013-02-01 10:54 - rajesh kannan

Hi Rajesh here

Is that possible to two child projects which belongs to seperate parent

Awaiting for help

#4 - 2013-02-01 21:21 - Jan Niggemann (redmine.org team member)

rajesh kannan wrote:

Hi Rajesh here

 PLEASE DONT SPAM THE TRACKER AND USE THE FORUMS

#5 - 2016-10-11 17:17 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Feature #23889: Assign ticket (SCRUM bug, issue etc.) to multiple projects added
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